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While emphasizing the Internet, the author discusses the relationships between new technologies, scientific production, and
electronic publication. Though the relevance of the Internet, as an intervening phenomenon in today's reality, and the
facilities available in cybernetic space, especially for scientific production, are presented, the primary focus of the text is on
the drawbacks of this situation. These disadvantages include: inconsistencies, instantaneous and ephemeral nature of
information, complexity regarding storage, difficulties in bibliographic control, and disrespect for authorship and intellectual
property rights.
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1 INITIAL WORDS

New information and communication technologies.  Technological innovation. Advances in technology.
Cutting-edge technologies.  Technological revolution.  Electronic information network.  Internet.  Cyberspace.
These and many others are expressions we use daily.  These and many others are expressions are part of
contemporary society.  We talk about advanced technologies to laud the possibility of being any place at any
moment.  We talk about advanced technologies to understand how everything becomes obsolete in short order;
our household appliances and to some form our personal computers, cellular phones, automotive processors, etc.
We talk about advanced technologies to exalt the possibility of the curing of diseases and/or adversely affecting
modern man.  We talk about advanced technologies to explain the increasing loneliness of humanity.  We talk
about advanced technologies to spread the possibility of long distance teaching.  We talk about advanced
technologies to attack the increase in pedophilia.  We talk about advanced technologies to compare to level of
development of nations. Etc, etc. etc.

However present technology has become more invasive with its presence in modern life, in banking,
competitive sports, religion, travel agencies, stores, art production and expositions, supermarkets, airports,
airlines, public and private business, industries, agriculture, academics, the sciences, etc.  We reiterate that
technology does not have an independent life. No technological resource is an end in itself.  Technology is
always relative to social reality, which justifies its more modern concept not only as a grouping of audiovisual,
telecommunications and automation techniques, but also as an element which incorporates the social and
economic happenings which originate from these techniques in temporal and spatial view.

All of this is to merely show and to reiterate our opposition to the ideological oratory that the Internet
democratizes information and knowledge. What we presume is universal access to the Internet while the
principle that determines the availability of information for all needs the condition sine qua non that is found in
the complete practice of democracy.  This is not the truth.   For example, when we speak of new technology,
such as an increase in electronic publications, we are talking about a foreign topic to a majority of the world
population.  These would be the illiterate or semi-literate; the racial groups and ethnic minorities; the elderly; the
unemployed or under-employed; part of the physically challenged; the prisoners.  In the case of Brazil, a large
portion of those that form the lower part of the socio-economic classes are excluded from these technological
advantages in spite of the valid effort developed by the Minister of Science and Technology (MCT), in the effort
to involve society in the elaboration of the Information Society Program.
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With such a perspective and without taking the radical position that visualizes technical innovations as
irremediable elements involved in the process of cultural adaptation, and without exalting them as the panacea
for the evils of humanity we analyzed the binomial new technology versus scientific production.

The central question is up to what point is cyberspace, specifically the Internet, increasing this
type of production?  For the success of this proposal, from the start, we discuss the conception of the term –
scientific – in the area of publications in general and specifically in periodicals.

2 INTERNET AND SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION: A RELATIONSHIP OF CAUSE AND
EFFECT?

Numerous sites, which deserve our trust, such as IBEST and the Brazilian Institute of Research and
Public Opinion bring information about the spread of the Internet.  However, in relation to Brazil the organ that
has followed and evaluated the activities of the Internet since 1991 is the National Research Net (RNP).  It is
linked to MCT and is the direct responsibility of the National Council for Science and Technological
Development (CNPq).  Among the sources consulted, preference was given to its information about the Internet
in Brazil and the world.   The Net presently unites the five continents (even though Africa is still well below the
others) and brings together approximately 275 million Internet users.  The United States of America (USA) is
well in front of the world ranking (106.3 million users) and is followed by Japan.    Brazil occupies the 10th place
with 6.79 million people and around 14 million homes are connected to the Net.  Nevertheless, while RNP gives
detailed information about the evolution of the Internet in Brazil and the world in different sectors such as
government, banks, schools, electronic businesses, female participation, taxis, movies, etc., in regards to the
question – scientific development and Brazil – it only mentions the growing exchange of email, the consulting of
technical documents and virtual meetings by Brazilian researchers besides the increasing availability of
specialized periodicals.

So at this moment the first question arises: what is scientific?  What is scientific production?
Millions of documents are available on sites and sites.  There is an avalanche of information on the Net, almost 3
billion pages on its approximately 71.3 million sites.  There are so many and so varied documents that it has
caused a new disease of the century – information anxiety.  Professionals in specialized areas are tormented by
not being able to retain all the news produced in their field of activity or news that happens in society such as:
the winners of the Nobel Prize in the different categories, the Oscar in the different areas, the oscillation of the
world economy, the best sellers, and political changes in neighboring countries etc.

Therefore, how to discern the scientific and the nonscientific?  How to discern the techno-scientific and
the non techno-scientific?  How to separate the wheat from the chaff? How to separate the cybernetic “trash”
from consistent information?  With this challenge we’d like to point out that technological application in the
communication process always causes new forms of social relationships and cultural practices. Start with writing
that conciliates the consolidation of literature and the media and is responsible for the popularity of information.
But it is not a simple cause and effect relationship in which the infrastructure alterations correspond to
superstructure changes or vice-versa. That is, the Internet or the large number of electronic publications is not
synonymous with scientific production in the strict sense of the term.

There is no agreement on what is or is not scientific. However, there are at least in the universe of
science criteria that which a scientific text should conform to: coherence, consistency, originality and objectivity
besides having to be submitted to the scientific community for critical analysis after which publication is
necessary. In this respect, the classic authors of the scientific communication with emphasis on Price (1976)
recognize that the enormous amount of science in human resources or in double publications between 10 to 20
years depends on the indicator and the way of measuring. The interval of 10 years has resulted in mediation,
which does not differentiate the quality of the contribution according to the basic concept of science. The 15
years results in a more careful selection by using more restrictive definitions for publications and authors.  The
20-year period corresponds to the inclusion of high quality work.

In regards to electronic periodicals there are two concepts. The first incorporates any periodicals in
electronic form including magazines that exist in paper form and in electronic form as well, besides the online
periodicals found on the Internet and the periodicals on CD-ROM. The second concept takes into consideration
only those periodicals created for electronic media and only available on it.  In the case of scientific periodicals,
besides this, it is necessary to maintain the standard of careful analysis review control, universal access and
permanent filing of the subjects such as printed scientific periodicals.  (LANCASTER, 1995)

In this respect the Brazilian Institute of Information in Science and Technology (IBICT) linked to CNPq
considers scientific only those periodicals which have more than 50% of their content dedicated to signed
articles, published commentaries, opinions, and point of view about determined topics.  Published periodicals are
those that give emphasis to short reports, short news and so on.  According to information from IBICT (2003)
itself, currently there are approximately only 725 titles for techno-scientific periodicals. Nevertheless, it is
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possible that many of these titles are conserved in the printed version as noted in a study by Targino; Castro
(2002) in the Group of Electronic Publications Medicine and Biology (Group e-pub), a national program
dedicated exclusively to the production of electronic scientific papers in the area of health.   It affirms that
64.29% of these papers still exist in printed form.

However, what has been presented up to now suggests that in the case of printed matter, a scientific
delimitation is subject to examination of merit; on the Net a convincing evaluation is still more difficult.  Thus,
we reaffirm that new technologies favor the increase in the number of publications, but it is necessary to adopt
the minimum criteria to be able to use the expression – scientific production- referring to the papers consulted.
We cannot assume the naive position: more papers, more science.  That is like thinking that information per
se produces miracles, instead of thinking of the use of the computer as an instrument capable of facilitating
procedures.  Otherwise, there exists the “information stupidity” in which the potential of information is only used
to ratify the irrationality of bureaucracy, for example.

3 NEW TECHONOLGIES AND SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION: A RELATIONSHIP OF
MANY EFFECTS

Information inconsistencies, storage complexity and bibliographic control

On the other hand, when there is the production of new knowledge, researchers face one of the largest
obstacles to the utilization of the Internet:  the difficulty of selecting trustworthy information.  In the presence of
the documents available on the Net with no evaluation criteria, judgment is necessary for those involved to
decide whether or not it is scientific. In other words, the evaluation process is basic for the recognition of
scientific production and so the scientist needs to explore the possibilities of the electronic media in a rational
and responsible way.

Many times documents that have the accessibility to receive feedback (similar to preprints and
prepapers) or that have a copyright are being used as reference theories for new studies. This totally different use
reveals the lack of concern for the nature of the information and with the consistency of the facts.  Maybe this is
because of its instantaneous and brief appearance together with the complexity of storage. At the same time
whenever possible, a text is put on the Net almost instantaneously.  Sites exist and disappear “in the wave of a
wand”: the Group of Virtual Library Workers of IBICT is one of the examples of this infirmity. Electronic
publications which propose immediate information modernization are available in irregular and intermittent
forms as was proven in the Group e-pub in such an intense form that we can claim: in general the documents
registered do not pass through a filter to guarantee the quality of the facts. The quantitative growth is given
priority in detriment to the quality aspects which reflects on the information cycle and consequently on the
process of scientific production.

Frequently the same text is available on different sites, as well. This is a habit that permits the author to
reach a larger audience. Scientists can and should have recourse to all forms of communication – informal,
semiformal, formal and electronic – to make their work public since social discrepancies do not permit the
uniformity of procedures. On the other hand, the practice of “putting” the same text on numerous sites is causing
more and more congestion on the Net.

The provoking and progressive use of photocopies in university teaching along with the use of
electronic information without depth and review is aggravating the tendency of leveling out reading content, thus
compromising the process of information and knowledge.  In our point of view, we run the growing risk of
losing the whole view and of abandoning the interest for difficult, basic or classical content works essential in
the formation of a professional in any area of knowledge and which, in the end, will compromise scientific
production.

Therefore, we reinforce that a larger quantity of information is not necessarily a generating factor for
more knowledge.  Attention should be given to the items –storage complexity and bibliographic control.
Because it’s flexible and fluid, the information found in cyberspace is lost in a short time thus causing difficulty
in its study and control. There are two reasons that greatly justify the preference even at the present moment for
scientists and academic scholars to continue to resort to printed papers for the publication of their researches. For
Lancaster (1995), they have no incentive to make their documents available on the net, neither honorarium nor
author rights; nor evidence that such publication would have weight in getting a promotion, recognition to the
author or increase in salary; and no guarantee that the audience reached could be larger.

However, everything indicates that the scientific community considers the original electronic
publications “inferior” to the traditional ones and even the Brazilian federal universities, on the whole, ignore the
electronic publications when salary increases are given to faculty researchers. In the presence of an uncertain
future, it is still the printed scientific periodical that assures scientific priority and guarantees authorship.
Evidence of this premise is the elevated index of documents in printed and electronic versions in the Group e-
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pub, as mentioned, and the ridiculous number of periodicals exclusively electronic in information science.  In
Brazil, up to now, only two: Datagramazero and Encontros BIBLI  – The Magazine for Library Science and
Information Science.  This also proves the insistence of the printed form to the fact that many university
academics and researchers find print magazines to make their material known after they have presented their
papers in techno-scientific events and whose final products are found on CD-ROM.

In summary, the inconsistency, rapidity and the weakness of information, added to the complexity of
storage and the difficulty of controlling the bibliography are some of the effects of the binomial new technology
versus scientific production. The impact of new technology in the process of communication promotes a
reordering of the process of production and content distribution. This requires changes in the professional
practices with view on their utilization through bibliographic control, organization and the spread of information.
The result of all of this is that the RNP is interested in establishing an Internet2 in Brazil whose main objective is
the implantation of a service of nets for the community of teaching and research. It would guarantee the high
quality for the traffic of Internet production; in other words, it would assure true scientific production.

The banality of authorship and disrespect to intellectual property

Besides everything else, there is visible banality to authorship that interferes in scientific production.
Among the individuals which have the right to information, anyone can become and author and editor at the
same time and almost instantly.  Furthermore, the process of print on demand, which permits the copying and
distribution of documents of its creative impulse and publication, there are around 64,600 virtual editors many of
which make documents available without judging their quality for a certain amount of money or for a
commission.  The selling of academic and “techno-scientific” works, in addition to the increase in fraud and
plagiarism is expanding greatly.  And what’s more, along with the approximately 4,830 sites that make entire
books available on the net, including classic works of literature that are free from payment or author rights, there
are around 5,020 book titles composed by various people.  (IBICT, 2003).

Consequently, if classic examples, such as the discovery of DNA in 1953 by Francis Crick and James
Watson show that co-authorship has always existed, appearing with more frequency in the first half of the 20th

century, the easiness of cybernetic space encourages multiple authorships.  This is due to still other factors such
as: the growing tendency of specialization; scientific and technological evolution; the increase in the
institutionalization of research; the present policies of financing agencies that currently give priority to integrated
projects of work instead of individual work.  Meadows (1999) even believes that the individual author has the
tendency to disappear since scientific research in collaboration with others has greater visibility.  More
frequently, this includes productive and renowned scientists who permit the exchange of information among
various individuals and which favors the safer maturing of ideas and greater attention to the development of the
investigation.

The problem that we bring up is that at times this multiple authorship encourages the banality of
authorship and “creates” false researchers.  These “participate” in the research and have their names put on the
published results, within the circle of academic pressure that you publish more and more. This is the force of a
system that evaluates the performance calculated on the production of researchers and professors.  In the
academic field it is usual to threaten with limbo those who do not publish with taking into consideration the
differences among institutions, areas, department specialties and topics.  This pressure stimulates lies and fraud.
The name of the true author grows because of coaction, friendship or appropriateness.  The name of the pseudo
collaborators is dishonest and unethical.  The author is only that person who participates in all stages of the
production of a work and who assumes entirely the intellectual responsibility of it.

These are inferences that are useful for conventional printed and electronic material with reservation in
the electronic area where multiple authorships also prevail and the risk of deceit is even greater.  Serious
questions about the intellectual property and the distribution of information are involved.  Consequently, we
should be alert to the deformation and dysfunction, which go hand in hand with the adoption of a partnership.
Because of institutional pressure, co authorship doesn’t always represent the sharing of effort in the benefit of
science.  But is really a mere exchange of favors between the pairs, increasing intellectual parasitism. Accepting
“virtual” partners in the field of printed or electronic publishing is to put at risk the quality of the scientific
production augmenting, yes, the flow of data and information but compromising the production of a scientific
character.
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4 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The ideas thus presented are not conclusive.  On the contrary, they are shown as exercises in reflection
to stimulate new positions and counter positions in front of the function of the Internet to augment production,
recognizably of scientific and innovative character.  We are not objecting to the Internet.  On the contrary, we
acknowledge that the Internet represents the process of transforming reality but which causes collateral effects
and grows its own problems.  All of this discussion does not aim at exalting or rejecting it.  The question is to
recognize its merits and deal creatively with its effects, trying to improve it so that we can live with it and
surpass its limitations.  We need to rip the veil of magic and purism surrounding the Net, since no social process
unleashed by technological innovations can be analyzed separately.

In front of the available facts, it seems evident that the book used here as a synonym of publishing will
survive for a long time because the technological contributions for the development of scientific production
leave a lot to desire.  Moreover, the climax of each technological innovation has its own space, its own time and
its own public without risks to the global village.  In years and years of multifaceted information, there has not
been a registration of the extinction of vehicles of communication when faced with the appearance of others.
Mutations, adaptations and advances do occur.  We believe that the Internet spouts electronic publications but
these are not necessarily scientific contributions.  In other words, the marriage new technology versus scientific
production does not represent a cause and effect relationship, but rather a relationship of many effects,
which become confused and mixed without being able to categorize them as good or bad.  This justifies the
suggestions noted below:

® incentives to change in the educational system on all levels, while giving priority to training in the
use of information technology,  with the objective of improving the potential of cyberspace (less
cybernetic “trash”), in benefit of the development of scientific production;

® attention to the total professional formation,  avoiding the fragmentation, inconsistencies and
superficialities of documents or messages through the permanent critique posture so as to stimulate
scientific initiation from graduate courses;

® accompanying the activities of RNP in that which concerns the installation of Internet2;

® respect to the process of authorship, following the universal precept that an author is someone
who participates from the conception of the idea and its objectives; the application of
methodological resources; the collection, analysis and interpretation of the data and the writing of
the document at different times.
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